Welcome to the Mount View Middle School 2022 Fall & Winter Concerts

Thursday, November 17th
Band - 6:30pm

---

Friday, November 18th
Orchestra - 6:30pm

---

Thursday, December 8th
Chorus - 7pm

Marriotts Ridge High School Auditorium
MVMS is a proud recipient of the 2018 Merit Award

The students are very anxious to share with you what they have learned!

Enjoy and then please join us for a quick treat afterwards!

M.V.M.S.
MUSIC BOOSTERS FUNDRAISER NIGHTS
(After winter concerts)
• Nov. 17th (Band)
• Nov. 18th (Orchestra)
• Dec. 8th (Chorus)
Fall Band Concert  
**Thursday, November 17th, 2022**  
**6:30 pm**

**Concert Band II**  
*Jonathan Sindler, Director*

Night Fury ...........................................................................................................................................Carol Brittin Chambers  
Critical Call .........................................................................................................................................JaRod Hall  
Pirates of the Caribbean ..........................................................Klaus Badelt, Arranged by Michael Sweeney  
*The Medallion Calls* and *The Black Pearl*

**Concert Band I**  
*Kate Bateman, Director*

Woodside Fanfare .................................................................................................................................Daniel Jones  
Flying High .......................................................................................................................................William Owens  
Diary of a Grumpy Elf .........................................................................................................................Timothy Loest

**Symphonic Band**  
*Jonathan Sindler, Director*

Overture in B Flat........................................Caesar Giovannini, Scored for Band by Wayne Robinson  
Greensleeves .................................................................................................................................Arranged by Alfred Reed  
Selections from *Chicago* ...........................................Fred Ebb and John Kander, Arranged by Ted Ricketts  
The Night Before Christmas ..................................................Poetry by Clement Clarke Moore  
Setting by James Swearingen

**Guest Narrators**  
Karen Koh & Rachel Lee - Manor Woods Elementary School  
Samarth Kajvey & Quinn Vance-Kim – Waverly Elementary School  
Charlotte Odermatt, Liam Odermatt, & Mylah Rodriguez – West Friendship Elementary School
Fall Orchestra Concert
Friday, November 18th, 2022
Matthew DeBeal, Director
6:30 pm

String Ensemble

Sky Suite
Mvt. I - Clouds
Mvt. II - Rain
Mvt. III - Thunder

Evening Dusk

Sky Suite
Mvt. IV - Sun

String Sinfonia

Knights Quest

Spy vs. Spy
Riley Ostopowicz
Pranviksai Kodali, Percussion

M to the Third Power
Pranviksai Kodali, Percussion

Chamber Orchestra

221B Baker Street

Radioactive
Noelle Chun, Drum Set
arr. Larry Moore

The Christmas Song
Noelle Chun, Drum Set
arr. by James Kazik

Egyptian Legacy

Noelle Chun, Drum Set
Winter Chorus Concert
Thursday, December 8, 2022
Samantha Grimes, Director
Cassandra Durgin, Intern Teacher
7:00 pm

Combined Choirs

Adeste Fideles

Traditional Hymn

Jasmine Dong, accompanist

Vocal Ensemble

Wind on the Hill

Victoria Ebel-Sabo

Mandy Teng, accompanist
Jasmine Dong, flutist

Bayom Hahu

Michael Issacson

Paloma Jhala, accompanist
Jasmine Dong, flutist

Pete, Pete

West African Folk Song/Rosephanye Powell

Sophia Wang, accompanist

Concert Chorus

Michael Finnigin

American Folk Song/Perry

Izzy Lee, accompanist

In Flanders Fields

J. Jacobson & R. Emerson/J. McCrae

Anya Subramaniam, accompanist

Chamber Choir

Je Le Vous Dirai!
P. Certon/S. Porterfield

Bring Me Little Water, Sylvie
H. Ledbetter/R. Jones

Combined Choirs

A Very Merry Christmas

PINKZEBRA

Casey Pak, accompanist
Concert Band II

**Flute**
- Dithya Damidi
- Gillian Hayden
- Kayla Kim
- Pavitra Priya Madaka
- Aditi Mali
- Kara Mehta
- Hasini Nellutla
- Caroline Wojtech

**Oboe**
- Jai Gadhia

**Bassoon**
- Shreejan Athmakuri

**Clarinet**
- Eleanor Bonzon
- Daatri Bundi
- Karter Damon
- Sadie Dorsey
- Sophia Hua
- Macy Jarrell
- Chelsea Joun
- Isabella Kennedy
- Joshua Koh
- Joon Kwon
- Bryanna Li
- Jack Poandl
- Aiden Shin
- Matthew Singh
- Suvashini Srinivasan

**Bass Clarinet**
- Saahit Ravipati

**Alto Saxophone**
- Tolu Ijiyemi
- Ethan Kol
- Liam Kwon
- David Olaleye
- Abhijit Punati
- Tvarita Rajeev
- Lillian Rhee
- Sandya Sathishkumar

**Tenor Saxophone**
- Caiden Hargrove

**Baritone Saxophone**
- Ramanathan Ramkumar

**Trumpet**
- Jacob Albright
- Nik Antes
- Dylan Aus
- Dylan Balestino
- Nikhil Datla
- Daniel De Graw
- Jesse Ijiyemi
- Eli Sabaka
- Amy Zhu

**French Horn**
- Tyler Curtis
- Preshit (Jess) Ratnakar
- Rachel Sutula

**Trombone**
- Ishan Bansal
- Andy Lee
- Zack Steger
- Drew Van Horn

**Euphonium**
- Liam Blackshire
- Erica Li

**Tuba**
- Arjun Agnihothram
- Maxwell Hargrove
- Izzy Lee

**Percussion**
- Rhys Gallash
- Reagan Grabill
- Ellie Horvath
- Yadhu Karthik
- Pranviksai Kodali
- Shreyan Murari
- Annemary Nijo
- Riley Ostopowicz
- Sachika Roy
- Tavish Tomcy
- Braeden Unger

% HCPSS MS GT Symphonic Band
^ HCPSS MS GT Honor Band
@ Band Manager
Concert Band I

Flute 🎷
Sahana Ramanujam @ Madhushri Calangi Lakshmi Challagulla @ Hyesong Cho
Ria Dabre @ Lucy Huang Annika Joshi Shanaya Kabir @ Adhithi Karthikeyan
Jocelyn Lee Shravanti Sottallu Anya Subramaniam

Clarinet 🎷
Kaustubh Alkunta Ethan Almeida Rhys Bridges Christopher Chen Aaditya Deb Joseph Gang
Andrew Garrett Ella Hertz Eugene Kang @ Nathen Kim
Neha Koorinagarajan @ Vivian Lin @ Sanvitha Nanikalva Pranvi Narvaneni @

Bass Clarinet
Abigail Shah

Alto Saxophone 🎷
Zach Cratin Avyan Shrivastava

Tenor Saxophone
Aditi Rajeev @

Trumpet 🎷
Aarush Bathineni Scarlet Boats Zihao Chen Kayden Davidson Dylan Hsu
Emily Kim Ryan Lores Shaunak Sahoo Aryan Sarlak

French Horn 🎷
Nazareth Pineda-Maldonado @ Taishi Scott

Trombone 🎷
Kareem Borohay @ Eric Cai Ashton Fricke Chase Gladstone @
Max Ruppe Thad Wallis @ Mark Youssef

Euphonium 🎷
Ethan Becker @ Evin Alex @

Tuba 🎷
Soham Sarkar

Percussion
Zyler Baca Matt Chen Logan Harrington Quinn Harrington
Anish Lingareddy @ Pradyun Padires @ Suhas Takkoli @ Nyles Williams

@ Band Manager
**Symphonic Band**

**Flute**
Jasmine Dong ! Shaylee Huang % Brynna Norkin Jenice Park
Parvathy Rajesh Nair Aashna Sahu % Eleanor Shi #! Grace Song Cynthia Tan #@$

**Oboe**
Hannah Chung #* Esther Woo %*@

**Bassoon**
Aditi Gandhe

**Clarinet**
Shubhi Kajvey @ Arvin Kandasamy #$ Hannah Kang ^ Joshua Kang
Esther Kim # Akshar Koya ^ Isha Netla ^ Evelyn Park Olivia Wu #@

**Bass Clarinet**
Heidi Grabenstein % Rohit Jain Danielle Olaleye

**Alto Saxophone**
Max Chen % Neda Gul #@ Ethan Huang # Alexis Lee #@ Delisha Patel

**Tenor Saxophone**
Mya Chen Jason Lee

**Baritone Saxophone**
Devak Dronavalli #

**Trumpet**
Isabelle Angarita @ Anish Baddam Ben Felber Dev Gadhia #@
Aiden Hlavaty Ritik Kumar @ Noah Lee % Kaleb Temesgen

**French Horn**
Aiden Cho #! Raegan Fadden ^ Jo Proper Amelia Rhee % Sasha Yi

**Trombone**
Daniel Lee # Evan Nagiel Saejean Park Connor Sinn Ishaan Thayi !

**Euphonium**
Paige Chen % Annabel Hodges

**Tuba**
Samuel Keiner % Luke Schade Sara Venginickal

**Percussion**
Luke Bahouth Noelle Chun #@!$ Maxwell Hammer Steve Kim
Chase Nemec Liam Riggins Jacob Rodrigues

# HCPSS MS GT Wind Ensemble  % HCPSS MS GT Symphonic Band  ^ HCPSS MS GT Honor Band  @ Band Manager
! Baltimore Symphony Youth Orchestra  * Maryland Classic Youth Orchestra  $ Peabody Youth or Wind Orchestra
String Ensemble

1st Violin 🎻
Mazzin Al-Bustani    Winston Bai    Angeli Bituin    Mandy Cao#    Alice Chen    Max Fang    Sophia Kang
Audrey Liu    Niketh Neelam    Lena Park    Rohan Patel$    Brunda Sembedu

2nd Violin 🎻
Shreekruth Aachar    David Abadir    Nathen Aluvathingal    Daniel Aragon    Zein Bazzi    Sahana Chezhian
Raymond Dormevil    Alexander Huang    Robin Khatri    Maira Khokhar    Hailey Kim
Rishika Kondrolla$    Ethan Liu    Rainbow Liu    Sania Nadim    Chimy Okoli    Sahana Prabhu$
Eshan Prasanna    Annika Raman    Radhika Roy#    Evelyn Schleigh    Shayaan Shibily    Dahui Son
Sanvi Vaidya

Viola 🎵
Sehas Dasanayaka    AJ Johnson    Abhinav Kemburu    Simon Kim    Anjali Konikkara    Aishani Krishna
Golibe Nwosu#    Melanie Oyedokun    Clara Poandl    Aarav Raithatha    Zayn Siddique    Katie Won

Cello 🎻
Karina Bhatt    Breshia Bista    David George    Nathan Hwang    Zarar Khokhar    Joonhee Kim    Sophia Li
Anna Min    Siddarth Pallinane    Zahira Parvez    Autumn Rhee    Aanya Sinha$    Madhavi Siva#$
Lucyenne Truong

Bass 🎵
Sofia Barbera#

#Section Leader  $Orchestra Manager  *Howard County G/T Orchestra  *Howard County G/T Sinfonia
String Sinfonia

1st Violin
Josh Ahn Keagun Chen$ Tianna Cho% Aura Cho^ Esha Dave Nanees Elnadi Saranya Ganti Anvitha Gongidi Gina Hong Cenna Kiabayan Mouni Kodali Grace Koh Saryu Kothuri Katherine Lee Selina Li William Perrier#+ Ishita Prabodh Grace Ryu Srihith Velumuri

2nd Violin
Kashvi Ambula Nikhil Anand Dharmik Bhavani Jaydon Feng Wamika Kayal Abigail Lee Emily Lee Olivia Maggio Aarna Malli Senthil Tomisin Olanrewaju Himaja Punna Amith Raman$ Shrimayi Soma Albert Tang Mili Vegad$ Soleil Velez# Ethan Zhang

Viola
Nandana Boppana Ellen Douglass Raja Goswami Cullen Hayden Kavana Katte Noah Kim Alex Mun Ailin Ni Kavin Ramaswamy Ritvik Roy Nysa Savla Darshi Shah$ Syna Singh#$+ Saanvi Singh Esborn Smith Hermin Zhang

Cello
Ryan Ahn* Ali Durmus Rishi Gautam Austin Hawk Reese Huan% Lauren Kim Aly Lai Reid LaMountain# Sherry Wei^

Bass
Adrian Bolisay#^ Julian Bolisay^

#Section Leader  $Orchestra Manager  *Howard County G/T Orchestra  ^Howard County G/T Sinfonia  +Howard County Honors Orchestra Nominee  %Baltimore Symphony Youth Orchestra
Chamber Orchestra

1st Violin

Eric Ahn*   Tessa Ahn^%   Chloe Chung##*%   Hayley Chung*   Shirley Gwak^   Justin Kim*
Chris Lee*   Eunice Lee^$   Claire Lee*   Grace Lee*   David Liu^   Gurmann Mohil   Joy Newberger
Rachel Park   Violet Yang^   Nalina Yerikalapudi   Ethan Zhang^   Zara Zhao^

2nd Violin

Fathiya Ahmed   Emmanuel Assefa   Sarvani Cheemalamari$   Sharon Cho   Joshua Cho
Malavika Dhond   Luna Green$   Iris Hai   Jerry Han   Joseph Hong   Isaac Hwang##^   Daniel Jang
Anish Jogi+   Sriyanshi Kalepu   David Kim^   Vaishnavi Koralla   Pranav Kotturu   Andy Liu
Hazel Meekins%   So Otsuro   Helen Shi   Ysa Song^   Mahi Tejay   Andy Wang^

Viola

Ryan Baek%   Christine Gang   Diya Gupta   Hope Han   Sophia Kibler   Seelos Kim%
Diyon Peiris##^%   Ellie Qin^   Sophia Shaw   Kevin Teng+   Kaylee Yu*%

Cello

Chris Chen%   Ryan Huan%   Hannah Kang   Alina Krichevsky+   Sophia Lee#   Abigail Lee^   Olivia Lee
Chris Nam   Max Phelps   Anna Riches$   Jude Ro^   Katie Seo^

Bass

Angelina Dorsey   Alisha Hennessey-Loyo   Graham Stinebaugh#*%

#Section Leader   $Orchestra Manager   *Howard County G/T Orchestra   ^Howard County G/T Sinfonia
+Howard County Honors Orchestra Nominee   %Baltimore Symphony Youth Orchestra
**Vocal Ensemble**

Tasnim Ahamed     Isabelle Bang     Natalie Bennett     Arianna Bryant     Maddie Burcham
Phoebe Butler     Manasvini Chamarthi     Jeremy Flores Bonill     Christopher Gilmore
Nikita Harman     Saanvi Hirematha     Avery Hoy     Ecrin Ilk     Sohan Kawle     Chris Lee
Hannah Magee     Zenia Malik     Oliver O'Brien     Anshikaa Pugazhendhi     Ronen Shelat
Johanna Stalin     Kate Stuhlamcher     Saanvi Swayambhatla     Mandy Teng     Maya
Thomas     Isaac Thomas     Aahana Trivedi     Michael Wagner     Sophia Wang

**Concert Chorus**

Taleen Abdel-Mohti     Afsar Basha     Elena Bonier     Elyse Buckethal     Grace Choi
Daniel Choi     Jackson Eldridge     Emely Estrada-Avila     Maggie Fu
Brennan Gallagher     Madison Garstecki     Julianna Gibson     Samantha Greenwald
Diana Hart     Hannah Igl     Chakrika Jonnala     Farhin Kamran     Ayyukth Kasukurthi
Ander Keram     Haewan Kibret     Kelsey Kim     Lydia King     Gabriel Koliofotis
Priya Konka     Sofia Kwong     Evan LaCombe     Addison Liu     Shaurya Mallampati
Hunter Millette     Alex Montgomery     Timothy Moon     Adit Myana     Yukthi Narahariseti
Ava Newman     Chizitelu Nwosu     Adaugo Ogunsanya     Muna Okoli     Julianna Patoka
Ariana Rahman     Kaleb Robinson-Tapp     Harsha Saripalli     Dhruv Shukla
Siena Spangler     Wendell Stepp III     Kashyap Sunkara     Jenna Swenson
Sanvi Thiyaharajan     Kaitlyn Thomas     Drew Veliuona     Isaac Vogelpohl     Dylan Walsh
Aroush Waqar     Hannah Yang     Isaac Yoo     Yostina Youssef
Chamber Choir

Nora Aslam     Ashwini Bandi     Sophia Cannata
Desmond Casper     Elaine Choi     **Addison Cox**     Julie De Graw
Jason Dinh     Jasmine Dong     Courtney Durrence     Grace Heist
Katie Kang     **Arshaan Khan**     Kayla Kim     **Tyler Kim**
Shannen Krozy     Nathaniel Lee     River Machacek
Kiera Maclean     Charlie Matthews     Morgan Miles
Isabel Montenegro     Ahana Nayak     Callan O'Connor
Annie Olmstead     Jackson Page     Casey Pak     Sadie Perrier
Samantha Pickett     **Hansi Reddicherla**     Veronica Romero
**Jenning Schneider**     **Kavya Seralathan**     **Sarayu Thatikonda**
Angelina Thayyil     **Sanjana Vooturi**     **Justin Zissu**

HCPSS GT Honors Chorus

**MMEA Jr. All-State Chorus**

Both of the above
We gratefully acknowledge the generous support of the following families/businesses:

**Business/Community Patrons**

The Antes Family  The Balestino Family  The Bolisay Family  Centre Park Endodontics  The Chun Family  The Cratin Family  The DeGraw Family  The Dronavalli Family  The Gadzia Family  The Garstecki Family  The Grabenstein and Rhee Family  The Hernandez Tittle Family  The Hsu Family  The Hua Family  The Jarrell Family  The Kang (Sophia) Family  The Khan Family  The Kim (Kang) Family  The Kim (Tyler) Family  The Kodali Family  The Lee (Noah) Family  The Mehta Family  The Murari Family  The O’Connor Family  The Page Family  The Perrier Family  The Riggins Family  The Song Family  The Trivedi Family  The Venkataraman Family  The Wu Family

**Maestro Patrons**

The Ahn Family  The Angarita Family  The Assefa Family  The Bansal Family  The Becker Family  The Bennett Family  The Bucketful Family  The Bundy Family  The Butler Family  The Challagulla Family  The Damidi Family  The Diji Family  The Ding Family  The Durrence Family  The Fu Family  The Gallash Family  The Green Family  The Hertz Family  The Hiremathada Family  The Hodges Family  The Hong (Lin) Family  The Hoy Family  The Hwang Family  The Kang (Katie) Family  The Kim (Kwon) Family  The Kim (Ryu) Family  The Kim (Esther) Family  The Lee (Chris) Family  The Lee (Nathaniel and Christopher) Family  The Liu Family  The Loves Family  The Magee Family  The Nijo Family  The Park (Lee) Family  The Phelps Family  The Poandl Family  The Punati Family  The Rhee Family  The Schleigh Family  The Scott Family  The Shi Family  The Smith Family  The Steger Family  The Stuhlmacher Family  The Swayam Bhatia Family  The Tan Family  The Tejay Family  The Tian Family  The Van Horn Family  The Wallis Family

**Whole Note Patrons**

The Aslam Family  The Burcham Family  The Cannata Family  The Chen (Matt) Family  The Chen (Alice) Family  The Chen (Max) Family  The Cho (Aiden) Family  The Choi (Daniel) Family  The Chung Family  The Dong Family  The Dorsey Family  The Gondusamy Family  The Horvath Family  The Kennedy Family  The Kim (Kayla) Family  The Kim (Kailey) Family  The Koh Family  The Konikkara Family  The Lee (Isabella) Family  The Lee (Andrew) Family  The Lee (Abigail) Family  The Li Family  The Nagiel Family  The Naraharisetti Family  The Narayanan Family  The Natarajan Family  The Otsuru Family  The Park (Saejean) Family  Patrick and Joan Casey  The Rana Family  The Roy Family  The Shaw Family  The Shepard Family  The Sinha (Aanya) Family  The Stalin Mani Family  The Swenson Family  The Thatikonda Family  The Thayi Family  The Velamuri Family  The Vogelpohl Family  The Wojtech Family  The Yu Family  The Zhang Family

**Half Note Patrons**

The Ambula Family  The Cho (Mnchan) Family  The Cho (Grace) Family  The Hong (Gina) Family  The Kang (Cho) Family  The Kethineni Family  The King Family  The Pathak Family  The Ro Family  The Salva Family  The Sarlak Family  The Shin Family  The Sinha (Rajeev) Family  Tasnim Ahamed  The Vegal Family  Wendell Stepp III  The Wewelwala Family  The Wei Family

**Quarter Note Patrons**

The Khatri Family  The Sahu Family  The Waqar-Karim Family

**Eighth Notes Patrons**

Gabe Koliofotis  Evan LaCombe  Alex Montgomery
Zack,
You will do great! We know you practiced a LATKE!
Love,
Sonya, Mom, and Dad

Kind, Amazing, Respectful, Talented, Educated, Remarkable. KARTER, you are all these and more! We love you, ~Kori, Isaiah & Aunt Tonya

Dear Ellie,
We are so proud of you and know you’ll be great tonight! Go get ‘em!
Love,
Mom, Dad, & Luke

Macy,
We are so proud of all the growth you have made this Fall! Can’t wait to hear the concert!
XO,
Mom & Dad

Dear Karter,
We are very proud of you and wish you the best of luck! We cannot wait to see your performance!

Love you so much,
Gammie and Uncle Eric

Samuel,
We are so excited to hear what all your hard work will bring this year and beyond! We are all so proud of you and can’t wait to hear the concerts!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Ethan, Andrew, & Gabriel

Dear Karter,
We are very proud of you! Have an amazing concert!
Love,
Aunt Lisa, Uncle Solomon, Ryan, and Lena

Dear Liam,
You make us so proud every day! We love you! We can’t wait to hear the concert!
Love always,
Mom, Dad, and Gwyn

Dear Karter,
I cannot wait to hear you at the concert! I wish you much success at whatever you do!
Love always,
Gigi
Dear Samantha,
We are very proud of you, and we are excited to hear you sing tonight. Good luck, and have fun!
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Georgiana

Dear Karter,
We are so very proud of you and know that you will do an awesome job!!! Good luck tonight, we love you so much!!!
Love,
Aunt Lori, Grant, and Chloe

Dear Dylan,
So proud of you and the beautiful music you make with your trumpet.
Good luck at your concert. It will be great!

Dear Sadie,
We are looking forward to seeing you on stage tonight! We are very proud of you! Good luck and have fun. We love you,
Dad, Mom, Noah, & Will

Dear Matt,
Just like you, music is magical. Stay inspired.
We love you,
Aunt Ivy, Marcus, China, Tyler, and Jacob

Dear Sam,
So proud of all you've accomplished in Band. Enjoy coming to the concerts and seeing you play that big ‘ole tuba!
Lots of love,
Nannie and Pop

Drew, you continue to make us proud! We love you so much!

Dad, Mom, Ryan, and Clare

Ryan, we are so very proud of you! Congratulations!
We love you!
Mom and Dad

Karter,
Just like you, music is magical. Stay inspired.
We love you,
Aunt Ivy, Marcus, China, Tyler, and Jacob

Sam,
So proud of all you've accomplished in Band. Enjoy coming to the concerts and seeing you play that big ‘ole tuba!
Lots of love,
Nannie and Pop
Dear Dylan,
Love to hear you blow that horn!

Love you infinity,
Mom, Dad, Mirela, and Sophie

-------------------------------------

Dear Karter,
And everywhere you are
And every single little moment
And every single bit of sunshine
Just know that we’re right by your side
Know that you are right by our side
Let the music shine through!
We love you to the moon and back,
Daddy, Mommy, Sloane, and Louis

-------------------------------------

Reagan,
We are so proud of all the hard work you have put in. Looking forward to hearing you play tonight!
Love,
Mom and Supa

-------------------------------------

Dear Mya,
We are so proud of you and can’t wait to see you on stage! We love you!
Mom and Dad

-------------------------------------

Thad, own that ‘bone! We are so proud of you! Enjoy your performance and keep up the good work!

Love from Mom and Dad and Stella

-------------------------------------

Dear Dev and Jai,
We’re so proud of both of you and are very excited to attend a concert where you both will be playing beautiful music!
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Ba

-------------------------------------

To my Goddaughter Karter,
May your big day be as cheerful as a butterfly and as amazing as you are.
Prayers going up that all of your dreams come true.
Love,
The luckiest Godfather, Craig
Lots of love from Wendy, Cousin Sean, Cameron, and Ryan

-------------------------------------

Dear Ishan Bansal:
We love you so much and can’t wait to hear you at the concert tonight. We wish you the very best!
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Aanya

-------------------------------------

Dear Isha,
We are very proud of you and can’t wait to hear the concert! Good luck on stage tonight! We love you!
Mom, Dad, & Havish

-------------------------------------
Grace,
We are so proud of the beautiful music your spirit brings to this world each day. Stay positive and spread joy.

Love Mama, Papa, Taylor and Taylor

Maddie,
We are so proud of you, good luck in the concert!

Love, Mom & Dad

Dear Will,
We are very proud of you and what you have accomplished this year! Keep up the good work! We can’t wait to hear you play tonight. We love you,
Dad, Mom, Noah & Sadie

Karter,
Best wishes on a successful performance!

The Peterson Family,
Uncle Ralph, Rachel, and NayNay

Dear Gillian,
We know you will do a terrific job in the concert tonight. We are so proud and cannot wait!
Love, Mom and Dad

Dear Jeremy,
We are very proud of you, and lucky to have you as our son. We can’t wait to hear you sing tonight! Have fun!

Love, Dad and Mom

Dear Kiera,
We are thankful we get to hear you sing every day. To us, you are a star! Keep shining. We love you!

Mom, Dad, Kat, & Kelly

------------------------------------------------------
Upcoming 2022-2023 Music Department Dates (Subject to change)

January 6 - Choral Cluster Concert -- MRHS Auditorium - 7:00pm
January 25 – Solo & Ensemble Recital, Jazz Band Winter Concert – MVMS Cafeteria- 6:30pm
February 6 – Symphonic Band Evening Rehearsal – MVMS – 6:30pm (Snow date Feb. 8)
February 7 – Concert Band II Evening Rehearsal – MVMS – 6:30pm (Snow date Feb. 9)
February 14 - String Sinfonia Evening Rehearsal - MVMS - 6:00pm
February 15 - String Ensemble Evening Rehearsal - MVMS - 6:00pm
February 15 – Concert Band II Evening Rehearsal – MVMS – 6:30pm (Snow date Feb. 22)
February 16 – Chamber Orchestra Evening Rehearsal - MVMS - 6:00pm
February 21 – Concert Band I Evening Rehearsal – MVMS – 6:30pm (Snow date Feb. 23)
February 27 – Symphonic Band Assessment Performance – HoHS – Time TBA (Evening)
February 28 – Concert Band II Assessment Performance – HoHS – Time TBA (Evening)
March 2 – Concert Band I Adjudication Performance – HoHS – Time TBA (Evening)
March 2 - Snow date for Assessment or Adjudication Performances - HoHS
March 6-9 - Orchestra Assessment/Adjudication (Dates and times TBA)
March 23 – Concert Chorus/Chamber Choir Evening Rehearsal – MVMS – 6:00pm
March 27 – Vocal Ensemble Evening Rehearsal – MVMS – 6:00pm
March 28 - Vocal Ensemble Adjudication - RHHS - (Time TBA)
March 29 - Concert Chorus & Chamber Choir Assessment - RHHS - (Time TBA)
March 30 - Jazz Band & Vocal Ensemble performance at “Jazz at the Ridge”-MRHS- 7:00pm
May 9 – Symphonic Band Evening Rehearsal – MVMS – 6:30pm
May 10 - Chamber Orchestra Evening Rehearsal - MVMS - 6:00pm
May 16 – Chamber Choir Evening Rehearsal – MVMS – 6:00pm
May 19 - Music in the Parks Trip - Six Flags NJ (Symphonic Band, Chamber Orchestra, Chamber Choir)
May 23 – Vocal Ensemble Evening Rehearsal – MVMS – 6:00pm
May 24 – Jazz Band Spring Performance – MVMS Cafeteria- 7:00pm
May 25 – Concert Chorus/Chamber Choir Evening Rehearsal – MVMS – 6:00pm
May 31 – Spring Chorus Concert and Awards Banquet – MRHS – 7:00pm
June 1 – Spring Orchestra Concert and Awards Banquet – MRHS – 6:30pm
June 2 – Spring Band Concert and Awards Banquet – MRHS – 6:30pm
**MVMS Music Boosters Exec. Board**

**President** - Kathleen Cairns

**Vice President** - Glenda Hernandez Tittle & Lakshmi Pulivarthy
*(position opening next year)*

**Treasurer** - Ryan Steger

**Recording Secretary** - Kerry Phelps

**Volunteer Coordinators** - Stephanie Green *(position openings next year)*, Cindy Maclean

**HCPSM Reps** - Anil Bansal & Laura Bennett

**Uniform Assistants** - Laurie O’Connor & Seungmin Chung
*(position opening next year)*

**Historian(s)** - Joanna Romero *(position openings now and next year/would like multiple volunteers for this position)*

**Event Promotion Liaisons** - Kristin Jarrell & Qi Zhang
Mr. Sindler, Ms. Bateman, Mr. DeBeal, and Mrs. Grimes would like to thank…

...Ms. Moore, Principal, Mr. Nobis, Assistant Principal, and the entire MVMS Staff for their support.

...Mr. Ellis, Dr. Walls, and Mr. Rawlings from Marriotts Ridge High School for their help with the use of the concert hall.

...Mr. Eberhardt and Ms. Hartten from the HCPSS Office of Music

...all of the parents, friends, and other family members for supporting the musicians.

...our amazing Music Boosters for everything they do. There is no way our music program would be where it is without each and every one of you.

...all of the private teachers who do such a wonderful job with the students.

Our special thanks to the young musicians for their hard work, talent, attitude, dedication and perseverance. You make it a privilege to come to work every single day.

Have a wonderful and safe holiday season!

Happy Holidays